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CONTENT FIRST 
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The most effective marketing is invisible
 
Working with client ecommerce stores in a variety of niches, we’ve seen over and over 
that:

● People don’t want to feel “sold to”
● Very few will people purchase from a store the first time they see an ad, or even 

the first time they click on the ad to visit the website

Using a Content-First approach allows you get in front of your prospects without them 
feeling like they are “in your funnel” and actually lowers the cost of acquiring new 
customers.
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THE CONTENT FIRST STRATEGY
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Sending COLD traffic directly to product page is a very 
expensive way to get new customers. 

The cost per acquisition is going to be high because the audience is not qualified, and trust is 

low (low trust = high cost per sale)

Strategy: Use popular blog and video content to engage with your prospects and increase 

trust. As prospects engage with your content, you are able to add them to custom audiences 

and begin retargeting. Use the rest of your retargeting funnel and email automation to nurture 

prospects, until they become customers.

Result: Trust goes up, and the cost per sale goes down. Yay!
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CREATING CONTENT
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Getting started: look through your website analytics and take note of which blog posts are 

getting the most engagement. Also look at your Facebook Page Insights and see which of the 

videos you’ve posted are getting the most attention. 

Those blog posts and videos are a great place to start! Use what you already have if possible.

If you don’t have any content use tools like Buzzsumo.com and SEMrush.com to research key 

phrases, headlines, and blog posts that are getting a lot of attention.  Use that information to 
inspire your own content.

How is the content formatted? Is it a list, long-form blog post, interview, or video? 

How are the headlines are structured? (7 Secrets Every [Audience Name] Should Know, or How To 
[accomplish something] Without The [pain normally associated])

Next, we’ll look at how to structure a Content First marketing funnel.
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FACEBOOK SALES FUNNEL
CAMPAIGN MAP
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We’ll build our Content-First 
campaign at the top of the funnel 
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CONTENT FIRST CAMPAIGN MAP
BLOG POST
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CONTENT FIRST CAMPAIGN MAP
VIDEO VIEWS
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Would you like a free 
Strategy Session?

Click here to talk with us about 
growing your Shopify store

or Text STRATEGY to (520) 777-9660
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Kurt Bullock
kurt@producedept.co

Founder of the ProduceDept.co

Shopify Expert Partner

Runs 2 Shopify Stores

App Developer

Married to Michelle, we have 3 boys
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